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Skill Builders are great tools for keeping children current during the school year or preparing them

for the next grade level. A variety of fun and challenging activities provides students with practice

and helps introduce basic skills to new learners. This full-color workbook contains appropriate

passages and exercises based on national standards for third through fifth grade to help ensure that

children master fractions, decimals, and percentages before progressing. Skill Builders combines

entertaining and interactive activities with eye-catching graphics to make learning and reviewing fun

and effective. The compact 6" x 9" size makes this book perfect for school, at home, or on the go. It

features 80 perforated, reproducible pages and an answer key.
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Skill Builders: Fractions, Decimals, and Percents for grades 3Ã¢â‚¬â€œ5 uses focused practice to

reinforce the connections between these three key math concepts. With more than 70 pages of

activities, Fractions, Decimals, and Percents includes topics such as ___, ___, and ___. The

bookÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s colorful, inviting format, easy-to-follow directions, and examples help build

childrenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s confidence and make fractions, decimals, and percents more accessible and

enjoyable. The Skill Builders series promotes the development of essential, grade-specific skills.

Each book provides focused practice and includes examples and explanations of new skills.

Activities follow a natural skill progression and align with state and national standards. By building



upon already learned material, each book in the Skill Builders series motivates children while

reinforcing the concepts needed for academic success

great little book. the size is perfect - gets the job done in small bites - well laid out and good

explanations - this was the perfect review and reminder for the TABE test for my niece - crazy but

true you need to review 5th grade math to get into tech college - she ended up acing it!

Be aware that this workbook, at 6x9 inches, is physically about one half the size of a usual

workbook. So it's no bargain. Furthermore, there is very little space for students to do their figuring

on the many problems that require that. Definitely not indicated for the younger range of students.

Lots of instructions and problems with gradual increase in difficulty for each section. My son can do

these on his own since the sample problems are detailed and step by step. Harder sections have

enough problems where he can practice. He can also use as a reference once he's completed the

workbook. Will continue to order this series.

Great little book for reviewing stuff I forgot years and years ago.

BEWARE!!!! False advertising!!!! The description stated shelf wear, but neglected to tell the truth

about over half of the books problems were previously answered. Additionally, the book was

extremely small.

Very, very good. This book teaches just what is needed.

Great little workbook for summer practice. My grandson is a fan.

Very comprehensive. Perfect!
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